To the Editor:
Cutaneous mycosis represents the most common type of skin infection and accounts for up to 17% of dermatology office visits. Wet-mount examination using direct microscopy is routinely used in the office to rapidly and cost-effectively detect fungal elements in dermatophytosis, pityriasis versicolor, and candidiasis. Three commonly used solutions for fungal preparation are potassium hydroxide (KOH), Swartz-Lamkins, and chlorazol black E. Although many experienced clinicians support a favorite stain, no analysis has been conducted to illustrate the differences between these stains. We present 3 photomicrographs of the fungal preparation from a patient with tinea corporis and highlight the characteristic features of each reagent.

In a patient with tinea corporis, a skin scraping was equally divided and used for 3 fungal preparations. Skin scrapings were taken from the active border of a tinea corporis lesion with a no. 15 scalpel blade, placed onto a microscope slide, and mounted with a coverslip. Two drops of plain KOH 20%, Swartz-Lamkins, or chlorazol black E solutions were applied to the respective slides and allowed to distribute by capillary action. The slides were gently heated and excess solution was blotted before examination under direct microscopy. In each case, multiple images were taken with different lighting, condenser position, and diaphragm settings to maximize the contrast and clarity of the photograph to best capture the experience at the microscope.

As a clearing agent, KOH rapidly lyses keratin to allow visualization of fungal elements. Although using KOH (10%–20%) alone is the least expensive option, it has been shown that this technique lacks specificity and sensitivity, especially when hyphae are sparse in the specimen. The inconsistency is most likely due to the lack of color contrast between fungal and surrounding elements. In our experience, KOH excels in cases with more florid hyphal forms.

The addition of counterstains to KOH, such as Parker blue ink or chlorazol black E, preferentially highlights hyphae and spores against the surrounding cellular component. The contrast further enhances fungal visualization and also aids in teaching and learning. The use of counterstain decreases the need...
for high concentrations of KOH required for clearing, which may damage the microscope optical lens and may produce artifacts mistaken for fungi. The use of Parker fountain pen ink for staining superficial fungi was first described by Cohen in 1954, consisting of a 1:2 mixture of Parker 51 superchrome blue-black ink and dimethyl sulfoxide 20%. Today, a commercially available formulation of Parker blue ink and KOH, also known as the Swartz-Lamkins fungal stain, contains KOH 2.5%, blue ink 0.5%, and surfactant. The preparations typically will last until the fungal culture results are known. However, this stain is not entirely selective for fungi. Although fungal elements are stained dark blue, both cellular backgrounds and clothing fibers also may take up the stain, making it more challenging to pick out fungal components in thicker sections (Figure 2). In addition, a bluish precipitate is common in Parker-KOH stains.

Chlorazol black E is an acid trisazo dye that was originally described by Cannon in 1937. The stain is selective for chitin, the main component of fungal cell walls, which should diminish the amount of background artifact. Fungi are stained green, leaving cellular background a tan color (Figure 3), thus providing a clear distinction between fungal component and cellular debris; it is a good choice for an inexperienced observer. Additionally, it also can provide a clear distinction of the fungal nuclei and cytoplasmic structures. Similar to plain KOH and Swartz-Lamkins, young hyphae are stained more rapidly than old hyphae. The commercially available chlorazol black E fungal stain is an alkaline solution containing chlorazol black E, dimethyl sulfoxide 10%, and KOH 5%. Slides will retain staining for nearly 12 months when protected from light exposure. In our experience, this method had the most background staining and was more difficult to photograph. Chlorazol black E stains require a brighter light source from the microscope when scanning the slide, which may be a limiting factor for some clinicians, particularly those with older microscopes.

Due to the lack of sensitivity, specificity, and consistency in plain KOH staining, for the inexperienced observer we recommend the use of either Swartz-Lamkins or chlorazol black E stain to facilitate the identification of fungal elements from cytoplasmic components of keratinocytes. Although these stains are useful in highlighting fungal elements, they do not differentiate between living and necrotic hyphal elements. Vital stains or viability assays are needed to distinguish live and necrotic hyphae in a specimen. An example of the former includes trypsin blue, which selectively colors apoptotic cells with disrupted cell membrane; the tetrazolium salt reduction assay to measure fungal reductase and dehydrogenase activity is an example of the latter. Nevertheless, both vital stains and viability assays require more advanced laboratory equipment and thus are beyond the scope of easy in-office diagnosis of superficial cutaneous mycosis. Although in-office fungal preparation for
direct microscopy does not provide definitive species identification or evidence of its pathogenicity, it remains a quick and cost-effective test that allows for rapid diagnosis by an experienced operator.
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